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PUZZLE: It has been argued that Clitic Doubling (CD) and Clitic Right Dislocation (CLRD) exhibit 

distinct structural analyses1;2;3;4. Thus, they are treated as two separate phenomena. However, data 

from North Galilee Arabic (NGA), a dialect of Levantine Arabic, reveal that there is no 

straightforward dichotomy between the two phenomena.  

CLAIM: Building on Anagnostopoulou’s (2007) diagnostics separating CD and CLRD, I argue that 

Differential Object Marking (DOM) in NGA shares properties with both CD and CLRD, 

suggesting that CD and CLRD co-occur and accordingly cannot be separated.  

DATA DESCRIPTION: DOM in NGA is classified as CD5;6. The DOM construction contains a clitic 

which agrees with the φ-features of the DOM-DP i.e., the associate (1). The associate is marked 

with dative which is realized as a prepositional phrase. Note that (2) is a non-DOM baseline 

example wherein the object is not morphologically marked (absence of accusative).  

(1)  DOM: šoft-ai                   *(la)-s-sabeyy-ei            (2) NON-DOM: šoft          s-sabeyy-e                 

                   saw.1SG-3F.SG.OBJ     DAT-the-lady-F.SG                                           saw.1SG  the-lady-F.SG                               

                  'I saw the lady.'                                                                         'I saw the lady.' 
 

DOM can also be an instantiation of CLRD7 based on linear order. The associate is not linearly 

adjacent to the verb. The associate is dislocated as evidenced by the adverb intervening between 

the verb and the associate (3). Compare (3) with (4) where the non-DOM object is not dislocated.  
 

(3)  DOM: bʕerf-ai                     (ktir) la-sarai      (*ktir)  (4) NON-DOM: bʕref     (*ktir) sara  (ktir) 

                  know.1SG-3F.SG.OBJ well  DOM-Sara well                               know.1SG well Sara well  

                  'I know Sara well.'                                                                   'I know Sara well.'  

We expect DOM as an instance of CD not CLRD if (i) there is no prosodic boundary before the 

associate, (ii) CD is subject to Kayne’s Generalization8 i.e., CD requires the presence of the 

preposition preceding the doubled object; and (iii) the associate resides in an argument position2;3;9. 

We find that in NGA, DOM manifests properties (i) and (ii) but not (iii). We expect DOM as an 

instance of CLRD if the associate is an adjunct derived by movement, which we find in NGA.  

DOM is analyzed as CD: CD, but not CLRD, is subject to Kayne's Generalization. In (1), the 

preposition la- ‘to’, a dative marker, must co-occur with the associate. Another argument for DOM 

as CD is that in CD, but not in CLRD, there is no intonational break before the associate.  

DOM is analyzed as CLRD: An argument supporting DOM as an instance of CLRD is that the 

associate occupies an adjunct position on the surface: it cannot occur in positions where only 

complements are tolerated i.e., as objects in object control constructions.  
 

(4)  */?? aḥmad    xalla-ha                   la-sara      tsafer 

              Ahmad   allowed-3F.SG.OBJ   DOM-Sara  travel.PRS  

   Intended: ‘Ahmad allowed Sara to travel.’ 

Scholars argue for a movement analysis of the doubled object in CLRD10,11. Sensitivity to islands 

offers evidence that the associate undergoes movement (e.g., Coordinate Structure Constraint). 
 

(5)  *sara  [vP ḥddart-ai           ti     o      zayyant     l-ʔoda]       mbirḥ        [la-l-kaʕk-e]i     

         Sara      prepared-3F.SG.OBJ  and  decorated  the-room    yesterday   DOM-the-cake-F.SG    

         Intended: ‘Sara prepared the cake and decorated the room yesterday.’ 
 

 

Having shown that DOM shares properties with CLRD, I examine two existing analyses of the 

landing position of the CLRDed: vP12;13 vs. CP-layer11;14. Based on binding and adverbial 

placement data to be presented, I propose that the dislocated associate adjoins to vP.  



The paper shows that DOM in NGA overlaps with properties of both CD and CLRD. This is a 

novel fact when viewed cross-linguistically: unlike in Romance languages15;16;17, Arabic DOM 

combines both CD and CLRD; therefore, the dichotomy CD/CLRD cannot be supported.   
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